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Cast:
Mother
Daughter
1–3 Female Chorus Voices
1–3 Male Chorus Voices

Dramatic Mezzo
Scottish Traditional Singer (Light Mezzo)
Unison Female Voices, limited range C4 to D5, no defined Fach
Unison Male Voices, limited range C3 to D4, no defined Fach

The chorus voices provide Brexit noise and commentary. The singers who represent the mother and daughter
from time to time leave their defined roles and join the Brexit noise.

Instrumental Ensemble:
B♭ Clarinet doubling B♭ Bass Clarinet with low C (B♭) and B♭ Contrabass Clarinet with low C (B♭)
Bassoon doubling Double Bassoon
Trombone: mutes aluminium straight and Harmon
Percussion: Snare Drum and Large Suspended Cymbal, various sticks
Viola
Piano
Setting: a room in a house somewhere in NE Scotland.
Time: mostly 2016–2017, but not always sequential.
There was a period of uncertainty when EU citizens were genuinely worried about their families being
broken up, and in some cases were sent letters ‘in error’ telling them to get out. At least 1,000 of these
‘unfortunate errors’ were delivered and in some cases might have been the last straw in an already difficult
relationship where one partner was a UK citizen and the other was from elsewhere in the EU. The narrative
revolves around the added strain this period of uncertainty and error placed on family relationships.
This piece is much concerned with the utter absurdity of Brexit and the utter stupidity of the bureaucracy.
B means B depicts the fears and emotions of those involved and how a bureaucratic nightmare can all too
easily be the last straw for a relationship.
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B means B
PART 1
1 OVERTURE
[The singers are on-stage from the start, sitting in high-backed swivel-chairs, facing away from the audience
as they watch a large screen. During the quasi-blues opening section the screen displays images from routine
TV such as The Antiques Roadshow.]
[The instrumental ensemble plays a ‘lazy blues’ bass.]
[As the singers swivel to face the audience the screen image fades.]
Mother
Daughter
Female Voices
Male Voices

Bollocks to Brexit…
Freedom of movement…
Will of the people…
Seventeen million…

[The lazy blues continues. The singers face the screen again as the TV image returns.]
[As the music from the ensemble becomes more aggressive and dissonant, the screen begins to display some
of the more vulgar images from the 2016 referendum campaign, such as Farage’s line of refugees, Johnson’s
NHS millions bus &c.]
[These images in turn fade for the return of the blues bass, initially with no screen image.]
[This time the singers remain facing the screen.]
Mother
Daughter
Female Voices
Male Voices

Bollocks to Brexit…
Freedom of movement…
Will of the people…
Seventeen million…

[The images return, but blurred and soon to fade as the overture ends.]

2 RECIT. & SEMI-SCENA
[The screen begins to show the result of the 2016 referendum. Aggressive instrumental gestures.]
Mother [swivelling to face the audience]
How? How? How can it be? What have they done? Disaster!
[All face the audience.]
All

Disaster!

Mother

Tragedy! Catastrophe!

[All swivel to face the screen again.]
Mother

What can we say? What can we
do?

The Others

What can we say?
What can we
do?

Mother

[facing the audience] Double crossed,
traduced.
They lied, lied, lied, lied! Said we’d be forced out of Europe.
Could only stay if we said no – in that indyref…
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[The others are still facing the screen.]
The Others

(…in that indyref, that indyref…)

Mother

They want to drag us from the EU. We voted to STAY.
In these parts we don’t want to leave.
Remain! Remain!
Remain! Remain!

The Others

[all now facing the audience]
Will of the people; decisive majority; democracy,
democracy, democracy.

Mother

Crazy, bloody crazy,
cra- cra- cra- cra- cra- cra- cra- crazy!

All

Demo-CRAZY!

[From this point on it is up to the director how best to use the large screen and whether or not to make
further use of the high-backed swivel-chairs. It is probable that the large screen will be useful for evoking the
passage of time during the ‘manic blues’ sequence which occurs well on in No 4. The chorus voices might
become a quasi-Greek chorus delivering their Brexit noise from the wings.]

3 SONG WITH CHORUS
[A steady 9/8 pizzicato from the viola starts then suddenly stops…]
Daughter

[muttered] Oh mother FFS what have they done?

[The 9/8 viola pizz resumes and together with the clarinet provides accompaniment to each verse of the song.
Each chorus, including the solo first chorus, is more fully accompanied.]
Daughter

My uni says go learn abroad
Erasmus students can afford
To forge the links that will advance
The future of our auld alliance
We all have travelled far and wide
We sailed the world on wind and tide
And though we journeyed far from these pairts
Scotland, our hame, stays in our hearts
It is all wrong, it cannot be
How can they take it all from me?
The right to wander, the right to roam
The road that takes me far from home

All except Mother

We all have travelled far and wide
We sailed the world on wind and tide
And though we journeyed far from these pairts
Scotland, our hame, stays in our hearts

Daughter

Now no-one knows their true fate
Our friends in Europe cannae wait
To bring us back into the fold
Change hearts and minds… truth be told

All except Mother

We all have travelled far and wide
We sailed the world on wind and tide
And though we journeyed far from these pairts
Scotland, our hame, stays in our hearts

[The chorus is repeated loudly, the mother joining in, and this time it seems a bit over-the-top.]
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Spoken dialogue
Mother [to her daughter] I need to speak to your father. He probably won’t phone until the weekend.
I’ll e–mail him now. [picks up her mobile]
Daughter

OK mum, but don’t lose your temper. He’s probably as worried as you.
It’s so stupid. I can’t believe they’ll really go through with it. It doesn’t make sense.

[The piano plays a short figure suggesting a telephone alert.]
Mother
Oh he’s just sent a message. I can phone him now.
[A viola trill evokes but does not directly represent a dialling tone.]
Hello Josef? Is that you? (It’s your father.)
Have you heard? They voted leave. I can’t believe it, can’t believe it.
I feel numb, numb, numb.
IT WASN’T US. We – Scotland – voted remain.
[A scratchy sul ponticello tremolo on the viola randomly repeats to suggest line interference.]
[continuing as the viola plays] What? It’s a bad line. I’ve no idea how it affects you. I wish you could come
home Jo. I need you. [turning towards her daughter] We need you. Not for two
weeks? [pauses] Well I suppose you’re right. There’s nothing much we can do now.
OK we’ll meet you at the heliport. Bye til then. Love you. [hangs up: viola stops]
Daughter

Is he OK? Is everything all right? What did he say?

4 PART 1 FINALE
Mother

He was angry. Really angry. Bloody Brexiteers told him to go home. Some mates!
He said his home was with us in Scotland, here, here, here. Nearly punched
someone. Nearly lost control, control. He always kept control, control.
[with mounting hysteria] Kept, kept, kept, kept, kept, kept, kept, kept, kept, kept,
kept control - [sobbing] -ol -ol -ol -ol.
Apart. We’re being torn apart, apart by this Brexit madness.
He’s taken it very badly and I don’t know what to do.

Daughter

Oh no mum don’t be so stupid
[There is a memory of the viola pizz from 3.]
You were in love touched by Cupid
Love, love so strong he left his homeland
We must be strong and take a stand
strong and take a stand

Mother

I remember when first I met him.
I fell in love with his eyes. His blue eyes.
Tall and proud – such fun to be with
Hardly spoke any English
Now he sounds so Scottish.
Yes we were lost in love, lost in love.
He gave up ev’rything to be with me.
We had nothing but a simple life,
Maybe poor but with far less strife
Back then when you were just a wain.
When he went offshore we dreamed
Of buying our own home
He worked hard, very hard and paid for ev’rything
I paid the price, I paid the price
Working away chilled his passion. His passion.
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(Mother)

We’re being torn apart, apart.
Now he feels dejected, rejected.
Rejected, dejected.
Some of our workmates,
Our neighbours and even our friends
Seem to want Brexit, this poisonous exit.
How could they all betray us?
How could they be so fickle?

Daughter

Oh no mum don’t let Brexit ruin
Friendship – [viola pizz come prima] they were conned all along
No idea what they were doing
Now we have to prove them wrong.

[A ‘manic blues’ begins. After half a minute of this instrumental blues weeks have passed.]
[The rhythm of the blues continues under the ensuing sung dialogue.]
Daughter

What’s this brown envelope mum?

[The voices overlap slightly as one stops singing and the other begins.]
Mother

I’m so upset, so annoyed. I can’t believe they want to do this to him.

Daughter

What is it? What’s happened?

Mother

After all these years we never thought it would come to this.

Daughter

I don’t understand.

Mother

My Jo could always come and go, come and go.
No need to worry. We were European,
[spoken] Citizens of Europe.
[sung] Now your father must fill in a form to beg to remain with us.
He must go to Edinburgh. Only two places where his data can be scanned.

[The manic blues rhythm continues.]
Chorus Voices [spoken or chanted metronomically on a monotone] NFC Biometric Data Communication
Data Data Data [faster] Data Data Data Data Data Data
[Months pass as the manic blues continues, including through the following contributions from the singers.]
All [sprechstimme: more spoken than sung, indeterminate pitch but strict rhythmic unison]
Will of the people, decisive majority, demo-CRAZY
[a multiphonic blast from the Contrabass Clarinet]
Daughter

[Iona Fyfe’s ‘battlecry’ if this can be safely managed] Ah!

All [starting quietly and dying away to a mutter] Will of the people, will of the people, will of the people,
will of the people, will of the people, will of the people.
[more CB Clar multiphonics]
Mother

What have they done?

[The manic blues continues.]
[Months have passed.]
Mother

Another brown envelope. We’ve been waiting for months. I can’t open it.
I’m scared. You do it.

Chorus Voices [chanting metronomically as before] Hostile environment. Take back control of our borders.
Send them back.
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Daughter

I don’t believe it. How can they?

Mother

What? What does it say?

Daughter

It says he is refused right to remain. He hasn’t been on the mainland long enough.
They say he must leave within thirty days.

Mother

No! No! No! No, no, no, no, no! No! No! No!
They’ve got it all wrong. He’s been here for years, for years before you were born.
How can they just tell him to get out?

Daughter [The viola pizz is now fragmented.]
Bureaucrats delight in their tasks.
Faceless behind anonymous masks
Not even a name to consign my father’s fate
Just a form printed out as if they couldn’t wait
To ruin our fam’ly, disrupt our lives
Send them back don’t care who survives.
Mother

We must call them.

[Piano trills suggest a ringing telephone.]
Chorus Voices [chanted metronomically come prima] Welcome to the Brexit hotline. We are here to help
you. If you are calling about Brexit please press the star key. If you are calling about
something else please hang up. If you are the person making the enquiry please
press three. If you are inquiring on behalf of someone else, please be advised that we
cannot discuss third party details in compliance with General Data Regulation
bracket E U two thousand and sixteen slash six seven nine.
Mother

Och for heaven’s sake!

[Lazy blues as in the Overture, except now contrabass rather than bass.]
All

Will of the people, will of the people.
Will of the people, will of the people.
Will of the people, will of the people.
Will of the people.
End of Part 1.
Short break.

PART 2
5 SONG WITH INTERRUPTIONS
Daughter

There is no magic money tree
There is no magic money tree
Not for you and not for me
But it’s spend, spend, spend
For their party friends
Only a fool would buy their lies
Here’s a big one, try it for size
[hushed] We’re taking back control
Of our money, law and borders
Free to do whatever [angrily, loudly] they want
They will give the orders,
they will give the orders, the orders
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Daughter/Chorus Voices
They’re/We’re taking back control
Of our money, law and borders
Free to do whatever they/we want
They/We will give the orders.
Orders, orders, orders.
Daughter

They said we’d save our money for the N H S
But what we got was rude excess
Ferry contracts just in case
Fifty mil gone, what a waste!
Well anyone with half a brain
Can see our money’s gone down the drain
[hushed] There is no magic money tree
Not for you and not for me
Only a fool would buy their lies
[getting louder] Here’s a big one, try it for size

Mother

Lies, lies. Lies, lies, lies. Lies, lies, lies, lies. Lies, lies, lies, lies.
[quietly] Lies. Lies. Lies.

Daughter

We’re heading for a brave new world
Where the future’s always golden
We’ll make our fortune so we’re told
To no-one beholden
But really there’s no how or why

Mother

Lies, lies.

Daughter

Now we know it’s another lie
[hushed] We’re handing over real control
Of ev’rything dear we hold
To the E U rules, we’ll still adhere
Or bend when it suits us. Others fear
They’ll find more ways to bleed us dry
More corp’rate greed they can’t deny
There IS a magic money tree
Just not for you and not for me

Daughter/Chorus Voices
They’re/We’re taking back control
Of our money, law and borders
Mother

Lies.

Daughter/Chorus Voices
Free to do whatever they/we want
They/We will give the orders.
Mother

Lies, lies, lies.

Daughter & Chor

Orders, orders, orders.

Mother

Lies.

Daughter

There IS a magic money tree
Just not for you and not for me.
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6 MONOLOGUE (with Brexit noise)
Chorus Voices [sotto voce - an inescapable background muttering]
Hostile environment prepare to leave not wanted here take back control, control,
control. Control borders, laws, money, money, money, money.
Mother

I can’t STAND it.

Chorus Voices

Hostile environment

Mother

It’s unbearable, unbearable.

Chorus Voices

hostile

Mother

Who could have imagined this would happen here?
We’re better than this…

Chorus Voices

Take back control take back control take back control, control.

Mother

I keep hearing their voices,

Chorus Voices

Take back control take back control take back control, control,
control.

Mother

mad
mantras, insane, a crazy cult…
They really believe the lies.

Chorus Voices

Take back control

Mother

We are all European.
We are all in it together.

Chorus Voices

Brexit means Brexit, Brexit means Brexit, Brexit means Brexit, Brexit means Brexit.

Mother

They know so little about what it means,

Chorus Voices

Brexit means Brexit.

Mother

how much it means.

Chorus Voices

Brexit means Brexit, Brexit means Brexit.

Mother

All they know is prejudice bigotry and bile!

Chorus Voices

Hard Brexit, Hard Brexit. Hard Brexit.
WTO, WTO, WTO.

Mother

WTF
I won’t take this lying down.
I won’t let them do this to US, US.

Chorus Voices

Remainers Remoaners YOU LOST, GET OVER IT
Remainers Remoaners YOU LOST, GET OVER IT

Mother

I can’t let them destroy our fam’ly,
our home, our lives.

Chorus Voices [just audible] Brexit! Brexit! Brexit!
[The manic blues is recalled]
Mother

I’m so angry, angry, angry – enraged.
I’d better calm down.

Daughter

Mother dinnae fash yoursel so. We’ll get the bastards.
[spoken] I’ve got to get this written now. We’re doing John Donne this semester.
D’ye ken him? He knew all about Europe. I’ve got to rewrite his poem.
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7 SONG AFTER JOHN DONNE
[The song is accompanied throughout by a disjointed memory of the viola pizz from earlier. A high bassoon
is added for the third verse.]
Daughter

No-one is an island
We’re never truly alone
We’re part of the continent
It’s not a sin to atone
If the shore is eroded by the sea
Europe is less not more
So anyone’s death diminishes me
Cos we’re all human at the core
Don’t send to know
And don’t ask me
For whom the bell tolls
It tolls for thee.
[spoken] It tolls for you for me; for us all.

Vi - - - (cut straight to 8 ad lib.)
7a NARRATIVE & DUET
Mother

[aside] (It tolls for us all.)
[to her daughter] Come, come sit by me –
I want –
I have – to tell you something
I’ve always wanted to
but never found the right time.
[The daughter moves closer, but she seems almost bored, as if about to hear yet
again a well-worn tale.] I mind the day you were born.
Your father was away
He never forgave himself
Stuck on the rig, bad weather
I was on my own
The snow was deep on the ground,
It was so cold you couldn’t get up or down the icy track.

Daughter

[Her response is as if fulfilling expectations rather than active interest.]
That sounds awful. Terrible. Tell me.

Mother

My waters broke,
I tried to phone,
the lines were down:
I was all alone.

Daughter

Oh no, no ma.

Mother

I couldn’t get through, I was alone in labour, all alone giving birth.
You came first, you cried out I knew you were a healthy bairn

Daughter

[Now fully alert: this is a tale not told before…]
What? What do you mean first ma?

Mother

I mean you were not alone in my womb
You had a brother, you were a twin,
No-one told me, no-one knew. It was tragic.
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Daughter

Tell me, ma.

Mother

He was just like you. You were two peas in a pod, peas in a pod.
But he caught in the chord, the twisted chord.
And by the time he was born, he was blue, blue, blue.
He didn’t cry, he never drew breath.
Only a few moments of life he never knew, only a cursèd death.
When you were growing up it was too painful to tell you
Too painful too sad to burden you.

Daughter

Oh ma I wish you had,
All my life I have felt something was missing
Felt torn, felt there should be more than just me
As though some part of my being were swept away by the sea

Mother

All these years have been agony
[For this brief moment the feelings of the two are
united. If practical they should sing in the same style & dynamic.]

Daughter

Agony!

Mother

Not telling,

Daughter

not knowing
not knowing.

Mother

not telling.
It was unbearable
Not revealing,

Daughter

not understanding.

Both

A sadness, misery buried deep
Now we are united in grief.

- - - de
8 INVERSIONS & CONTORTIONS
[The mother turns to face away from the audience. This represents her answering the door.]
[Erratically conflicting instrumental gestures.]
[As she faces the audience again, she has in her hand two brown envelopes.]
Mother

Brown envelopes… [more conflicting instrumental gestures… e seg sim…]
One for you and, and, and, and the other… is addressed to my husband.
I don’t know what to do. It looks important, it must be the answer he’s been
waiting for. I daren’t look, but…
I must know, I must know, I must know, know, know.

[She hands the envelopes to her daughter…]
You… and tell me… [agitated, fearful] what?…
Daughter [who opens an envelope and reads… … the instruments evoke suspense]
No! No, no! No, no, no, no, no!
Mother

What? What? Tell me.

Daughter

Read it.

[violent instrumental gesture]
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Mother

Fourteen days. Just fourteen days after all these years?
It must be a mistake. They can’t mean it.
I have to tell him, but I don’t know what he’ll say.
He’s not due on shore for three weeks.
What can I say? What will he do?

Both

What will he do? [sobbing (mother only)] oo, oo, oo?

[Piano trills evoke telephone ringing.]
Daughter [answers the telephone] Dad?
[Throughout the conversation the agitated bass clarinet evokes the man on the other end of the line.]
I’ll put mum on. [B Cl.]
Mother

My darling. There’s been a letter. [B Cl.] We opened it. [B Cl.]
We couldn’t wait. [B Cl.]
Oh my darling they can’t mean it. [B Cl.] The letter says you have just fourteen days
to go. [The B Cl. gets louder.] Yes just two weeks, [B Cl.] two weeks to settle your
affairs and leave the country. [much louder B Cl.] It says you failed to give them the
information they required. [The B Cl. is becoming loud and aggressive.]

[to her daughter, covering the mouthpiece] (He says he gave them ev’rything.) [B Cl.]
[into the telephone again] I know my love. It has to be an error. [aggressive B Cl.]
They are mindless bureau… …crats, crazy, Kafka. Don’t care, don’t care, don’t care.
They just don’t care, they just don’t care. [loud B Cl.]
We must appeal, challenge. [very loud B Cl.]
No! You don’t mean that…
If you love us you can’t mean that.
Don’t do this, they will have won. Those bloody Bexiteers will have won.
I curse them all. [violent B Cl.]
Damn. He’s been cut off.
I curse them all- [sobbing] -a -a -a -a -a -all.
Daughter [disjointed viola pizz] Don’t cry. What did he say? What’s going on?
Mother

He was so angry, so angry. I don’t know if he meant it.
He said if that’s how they’re going to treat us then he’ll go back home.
Then he’ll go back home.

Daughter

What do you mean? This is his home.

Mother

No he means back home.
He’s had news that his father is ill and this is the last straw.
He’s leaving me, leaving us, leaving us.
[disjointed viola pizz]

Spoken dialogue
[The daughter turns aside, having opened her own letter which is in her hand.]
Daughter

Mum, I’ve had a letter too.

[The piano, viola (arco) and bassoon begin to suggest suspense as the spoken dialogue continues.]
Mother

What do you mean?
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Daughter

I’ve got this place at Strasbourg Uni. It’s ERASMUS. They’ll give me a grant and it
will be important for my career. It could be the last chance. No-one knows what’s
going to happen after all this.

Mother [holding back tears] Oh darling. That’s good news for you. Of course you must go. It’s important.
We need to have people who understand Europe, who know what’s happening.
You are the future…
[The instruments fall silent, then the daughter speaks.]
Daughter

Mum it won’t be so bad. I can still come back at the end of term.

9 PART 2 FINALE
[The viola pizzicato is restored to its original non-fragmented form.]
Daughter

We all have travelled far and wide
Now I must follow my star
England may want to turn aside
Scots and Europeans that’s who we are.
We all have travelled far and wide
We sailed the world on wind and tide
And though I’ll journey far from these parts
Scotland my home, stays in my heart.

[Slow instrumental introduction to the ensuing slow song for the mother.]
Mother

[The mother has lost her rage and passion and now seems merely sad.]
Och no, och no, I’m left all alone.
My dochter’s going, my mannie’s gone.
I never thought this could ever be,
I never thought it would happen to me.
No-one cares what harm they wreak
In deluded promises and facts they fake.
After all this time I thought we’d wait,
Life’s twists and turns belie our fate.

[Loud and rude interjection from trombone, double bassoon and snare drum.]
All

[quietly] Will of the people, will of the people, will of the people, will of the people.

All except Mother

We all have travelled far and wide
We sailed the world on wind and tide
And though we journeyed far from these pairts
Scotland, our hame, stays in our hearts

[This time when the chorus is repeated with the mother joining in, she ends on her high A. All sing very
loudly and in a manner which is outrageously over-the-top. The audience may be encouraged to join in.]
All

We all have travelled far and wide
We sailed the world on wind and tide
And though we journeyed far from these pairts
Scotland, our hame, stays in our hearts
[very loudly plus rude noise from trombone & double bassoon]
Will of the people, will of the people, will of the people.

End of the Opera.
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